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Abstract—In biomedical applications, network models are commonly used to represent interactions and higher-level associations

among biological entities. Integrated analyses of these interaction and association data has proven useful in extracting knowledge,

and generating novel hypotheses for biomedical research. However, since most datasets provide their own schema and query

interface, opportunities for exploratory and integrative querying of disparate data are currently limited. In this study, we utilize

RDF-based representations of biomedical interaction and association data to develop a querying framework that enables flexible

specification and efficient processing of graph template matching queries. The proposed framework enables integrative querying

of biomedical databases to discover complex patterns of associations among a diverse range of biological entities, including

biomolecules, biological processes, organisms, and phenotypes. Our experimental results on the UniProt dataset show that the

proposed framework can be used to efficiently process complex queries, and identify biologically relevant patterns of associations

that cannot be readily obtained by querying each dataset independently.

Index Terms—UniProt, RDF, graph template matching, query optimization
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1 INTRODUCTION

NETWORK models are commonly encountered in sys-
tems biology. Interactions among biomolecules are

naturally represented as networks, in which an edge
between two nodes models a physical, regulatory, func-
tional, or statistical interaction between two or more mole-
cules. Such molecular interaction networks include protein-
protein interaction (PPI) networks [1], gene co-expression
networks [2], transcriptional regulatory networks [3], meta-
bolic pathways [4], genetic interaction networks [5], and
signaling pathways [6]. Network models are also used to
represent high-level associations among various biomole-
cules, as well as other biological entities such as ligands, cel-
lular functions, functional modules, biological processes,
tissues, organisms, and phenotypes. Higher level associa-
tions represented by networks include gene-disease associa-
tions [7], clinical similarity or co-morbidity of diseases [7],
disease-drug associations [8], molecular response to drugs
[9], functional annotation of genes and proteins, and evolu-
tionary relationships among molecules and organisms [10].

Many algorithms have been developed for integrated
analyses of disparate interaction and association data. These
algorithms represent multiple types of associations using
heterogeneous network models and use these integrated
networks to extract previously uncharacterized relation-
ships among biomolecules, their function, biological
processes, diseases, and drugs. The applications of such

integrative models include functional characterization of
genomic variants associated with complex diseases [11],
disease gene prioritization [12], drug repositioning [13],
characterization of pathogen-host relationships [10], and
functional annotation of proteins [14]. However, most of
the databases that provide interaction and association data
focus on a specific data type and tools for integrated query-
ing of different types of interactions and associations are
highly limited. For these reasons, studies on integrative
analysis of network data are conducted by downloading
different datasets in bulk and incorporating dedicated algo-
rithms to integrate these datasets for specific analysis and
mining tasks. In other words, it is not straightforward for a
researcher to identify or infer indirect associations among
biological entities by incorporating data in multiple forms.

In this study, with a view to facilitate exploratory query-
ing of integrated biological networks, we develop an RDF
(Resource Description Framework)-based querying frame-
work. Here, the term “integrated biological network” refers
to the collection of physical, regulatory, functional, and sta-
tistical interactions, as well as associations among biological
entities. RDF is the first W3C standard for enriching infor-
mation resources on the web with detailed descriptions
(i.e., Metadata) [15]. It is the commonly used data model for
linked data, and knowledge bases that are shared and
exchanged on the web. An RDF dataset consists of a set of
triples, in the form (s, p, o), where s represents a subject, p
represents a property, and o represents an object. The triplet
(s, p, o) states that subject s has the property p whose value
is the object o. In RDF models, unique identifiers (URI’s) are
used for subjects, properties or objects to uniquely refer to
entities, relationships or concepts. Literals can also be used
for objects [15]. Due to its simplicity and generalizability,
RDF enables seamless interoperability and integration
of the data on the web. For this reason, it is commonly
used to represent a wide range of data and information
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from structured, semi-structured, or unstructured sources.
RDF data can be abstracted and visualized using graphmod-
els. In such a model, nodes represent subjects and objects,
and edges represent properties (predicates). Since each edge
in this model corresponds to a binary predicate, this model
can be used for reasoning and inference based applications.

Existing resources for biological interaction and association
data (e.g., UniProt [16], IntAct [17], Reactome [18], OMIM
[19]) enable querying of these data by using a relational data-
base. However, creating a knowledgebase using a relational
database requires parsers for each dataset, designing a
schema, and tuning the system. Due to rapid acquisiation of
knowledge, the file formats and schema in these knowledge
bases need to be updated frequently. These changes require
costly updates for the parsers, the schema, and the queries to
keep the system up-to-date and functional. In comparison,
using an integrated RDF dataset offers several advantages.
First, using RDF, queries do not depend on the schema as
in relational databases. Second, RDF enables seamless data
integration in which all interactions and associations are
represented as triplets. The generalizability of RDF can be
exploited to integrate data coming from various sources and
the resulting datasets can be queried directly for interactions
and associations between disparate biological entities.

Here, we propose a graph template-based query frame-
work for querying biological associations and “interactions”
from an RDF knowledge base (Based on the datasets we used
and for simplicity, we don’t distinguish protein/gene interac-
tion from co-expression relations, functional relations, or sta-
tistical relations). In this framework, queries are expressed as
a graph template, inwhich the nodes represent biological enti-
ties involved in the query, and edges represent interactions
and/or associations between these entities. The main contri-
bution of this study is the development of a tool that provides
a “shortcut” to data integration in the bioinformatics pipeline.
By providing a powerful mechanism for seamlessly querying
an RDF dataset integrating various types of biological interac-
tions and associations, this framework enables simple query-
ing and efficient processing for highly sophisticated queries
that can provide novel biological insights. We comprehen-
sively test the proposed framework on data obtained from
UniProtKB, using a large set of grap template-based queries
representing a variety of biological research questions. Our
results show that the proposed framework can process highly
sophisticated queries efficiently, with real-time performance
in most cases, and the results of these queries can be used to
generate novel biological hypotheses.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we provide examples of using graph template queries for
extracting associations and interactions among biological
entities that are studied by biomedical scientists. Section 3
provides an overview of RDF data model and Querying
RDF using graph templates. In Section 4, we describe the
UniProt knowledge base and its components that are uti-
lized in this paper. In Section 5, we present the experimental
analysis, queries, and query results. We discuss the related
work in Section 6, and conclude in Section 7.

2 QUERY EXAMPLES AND MOTIVATION

In biomedical research, researchers could use public data-
bases for various purposes, including interpretation of find-
ings, and exploratory data analysis for the identification of

novel relationships. Existing databases provide query inter-
faces for “first order” queries, such as listing interacting
partners of a query protein, identifying protein families
that contain amino acid sequences homologous to a query
sequence, listing genes that are associated with a query dis-
ease, and so on. Clearly, systems-level analyses require
more sophisticated and advanced queries. A commonly
encountered query in this regard involves functional anno-
tation of a set of genes/proteins that are identified to be
of interest in an experiment (e.g., a set of differentially
expressed genes between two different phenotypes [20] or a
set of differentially expressed proteins in a specific stage of
cancer [21]). While there are many algorithms developed
for this purpose (namely, enrichment analysis), many other
types of queries are also of interest for domain scientists.

In most cases, existing databases do not provide query
interfaces for making indirect inferences across different
types of associations. However, the current state-of-the-art
in integrated mining of biological data shows that such indi-
rect inferences can help extract novel information that can-
not be obtained by separated querying of each database
[12], [13], [14]. Building on the success of these integrative
data mining efforts, we propose queries that integrate mul-
tiple types of association and integration data which enable
scientists to effectively explore indirect relationships among
biological entities. Such queries include the following:

� Identification of orthologous phenotypes: “Phenologs” are
defined as phenotypes related by the orthology of the
associated genes in two organisms [22]. Phenologs are
the phenotype-level equivalent of gene orthologs.
Such orthologous phenotypes can be identified
through integrated analysis of gene-phenotype associ-
ations and sequence homology between genes that
belong to different species. Phenologs enlight insights
into unforeseen relationships among different pheno-
types [23]. Therefore, enabling the biomedical
researchers to search for “phenologs” of a set of genes
can be useful for exploratory analysis that exploits evo-
lutionary relationships. Fig. 1f shows one query tem-
plate that addresses this question. The user specifies
two organisms and a query phenotype (QP) in one of
the organisms and tries to identify phenotypes (TP) in
the second organism associated with proteins that
belong to the same protein family as the proteins asso-
ciatedwith the query phenotype in the first organism.

� Overlap in the molecular bases of diseases: Shared molec-
ular bases of diseases provide hints on potentially
uncharacterized relationship between different dis-
eases. The overlap in the identity of genes that are
associated with each disease is commonly utilized to
identify shared molecular bases [7]. Inspired by this
observation, integration of disease association data
across different diseases provide useful exploratory
queries. Namely, the user can specify a disease and
search for all diseases that share at least a (statistically
significant) number of gene associations with a dis-
ease of interest. Such a question can be addressed by
a graph template matching query shown in Fig. 1a.
In this query, the user specifies a disease (QD) and
queries for all diseases (TD) such that a protein associ-
atedwith QD is also associatedwith TD.
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� Shared molecular interactions between diseases: The over-
lap between the molecular etiologies of related dis-
eases is necessarily limited to the identity of gene
associations. These relationships may also be uncov-
ered through molecular interactions among the genes
associatedwith different diseases [24]. Therefore, iden-
tification of shared interactions between genes that are
implicated in different diseases provides systems level
insights into the shared molecular mechanisms of
these diseases [25]. Such relationships can be discov-
ered using a query like the one shown in Fig. 1b. In this
query, the user specifies a disease (QD) and queries for
all diseases (TD) such that a protein associated with
QD interactswith a protein associatedwith TD.

� Shared molecular interactions between diseases and drugs:
Since repurposing drugs dramatically reduces the
costs in drugdevelopment, pharmaceutical companies
are very interested in exploiting the growingwealth of
omic data for drug repositioning [26]. In this applica-
tion, multiple types of omic data are integrated with
data on drug response to investigate functional rela-
tionships between biomolecules targeted by drugs.
These relationships are then used to match disease
and drugs based on shared molecular connections.
Therefore, queries seeking to identify drugs that share
a number of molecular interactions with a given dis-
ease (i.e., molecular interactions between the targets of
the drug and the genes associated with the disease)
can produce an excellent starting point for identifying
candidate drugs for repositioning [8]. A graph tem-
plate matching query that can be used for this purpose
is shown in Fig. 1d. In this query, the user specifies a
disease (QD) and queries for all drugs (TU) such that a
protein associated with QD interacts with a protein
associatedwith TU.

� Network schemas: Integrated mining of molecular
interaction networks and functional annotations led
to the identification of network schemas, i.e., small

subgraphs of functional terms that recur frequently in
molecular interaction networks [27]. These network
schemas provide insights into conserved functional
modules and the design principles of cellular networks
[28]. A graph templatematching query such as the one
in Fig. 1g can be used to search for network schemas
involving specific biological processes or molecular
functions. In this query, the user specifies a specific
molecular function (QF) and queries for all proteins
associatedwithQF interactingwith each other.

� Shared pathways between diseases: Organization of sys-
tems biology knowledge in the form of pathways pro-
vides well-established, reliable, and tractable access to
state-of-the-art knowledge on biological processes. For
this reason, incorporation of pathway data in analyz-
ing the relationship amongphenotypes provides infor-
mation that is complementary to high-throughput
interaction data that is organized into networks [29].
For example, identification of shared pathways among
different diseases is useful in understanding similari-
ties in disease development and progression [28]. A
sample graph template query that can be used for this
purpose is shown in Fig. 1e. In this query, the user
specifies a disease (QD) and queries for all diseases
(TD) such that a pathway contains a protein associated
withQD also contains a protein associatedwith TD.

� Common down-stream effects of perturbations on signaling.
Experimental approaches to characterizing the func-
tional consequences of molecular perturbations are
usually based on interfering with the target molecule
(e.g., via gene knock-outs or RNA interference) and
then measuring the changes in a specific phenotypic
trait or the abundance/activity of othermolecules [30],
[31]. In the interpretation of the results of such experi-
ments, an important question is the characterization of
common down-stream effects of perturbations with
correlated phenotypic outcome. For example, for sig-
naling proteins, strong positive or negative correlation

Fig. 1. Query examples and motivation (blue nodes represent user specified entities, e.g., “QD” and “QF”; red nodes with “?” represent query output
entities, e.g., “?TD” and “?TU”; double line edges represent path connections).
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between two proteins’ influence on the phenotype
may be indicative of commondownstream effects [32].
With a graph template query on an integrated data-
base of protein-protein interactions and transcriptional
regulatory interactions, scientists can quickly discover
potential candidates for these common effects by que-
rying for paths that go through these proteins and con-
verge into the same node in the integrated network. A
sample query that can be used for this purpose is
shown in Fig. 1c. The user specifies two proteins of
interest and aims to identify the common gene regu-
lated by both proteins through transcriptional regula-
tory interactions.

As demonstrated by these examples, the ability to seam-
lessly query interactions and associations among biological
entities enables biomedical scientists to run exploratory
queries spanning a broad range of knowledge bases. These
queries enable scientists to explore a broad range of sophisti-
cated questions on the relationships between these entities.
Today, themost commonway of interpreting observed exper-
imental associations among a group of proteins is to identify
subnetworks that connect the proteins of interest, e.g., using
Steiner tree based algorithms [33]. Biomedical researchers
often use commercial software (e.g., Ingenuity PathwayAnal-
ysis, Pathway Studio) that do not provide algorithmic trans-
parency or clearly defined criteria for the identified
subnetworks. Cytoscape provides a free and accessible tool
for visualizing and analyzing various biological networks;
however, it is not built on a database system and requires the
user to download the data sets and integrate these data
through plug-ins for in-memory analysis tasks [34]. To this
end, semantically meaningful queries that i) are connected to
a database server, ii) integrate multiple data types, and iii) can
be specified using graph templates, and, can generate signifi-
cant mechanistic insights into the relationships among pro-
teins of interest and provide the researchers with newways of
thinking about their research questions.

While all of the sample queries listed above can be cur-
rently processed by downloading bulk datasets frommultiple
databases and subsequent processing and joining of these
datasets, this is often time-consuming and challenging for
many biomedical scientists. Therefore, the main contribution
of this study is the development of a querying framework that
provides a “shortcut” to data integration in the bioinformatics
pipeline. This is useful for two types of applications: 1)
“targeted” queries, that is when the researcher is interested in
identifying new associations for one or more specific entities
(e.g., a group of genes, a particular disease, a particular drug).
2) “high-throughput” queries for mining tasks that is when
the researcher is interested in identifying all associations that
exhibit a specific pattern (e.g., all disease-drug pairs that share
a reasonably large number of interactions).

3 RDF QUERY FRAMEWORK

In this section, we first provide basic definitions. We then
describe the indexes we use to facilitate graph-template
based querying on an RDF database. Finally, we describe
the proposed RDF query framework.

A preliminary version of the RDF query framework is
described in [35]. Here, with a view to improving the pro-
posed framework, we redesign the indexes and propose
new algorithms for neighborhood check and connecitivity

check processes. The new query framework is designed to
achieve two critical improvements compared to the frame-
work described in [35]: 1. faster connectivity check; 2. lower
index space requirements. We explain these modifications
in detail in this section.

3.1 Definitions

An RDF Graph is a directed graph G ¼ fV;E; l; fg where V
is a set of vertices representing either subjects, objects or
both. E � V � V is a set of directed edges representing
predicates pointing from subjects to objects. l is a label set
for subjects, objects and predicates. f : V =E ! l denotes
the mapping function between vertices/edges and labels.

A sample UniProt RDF dataset represented as a graph is
shown in Fig. 2. This graph represents the relationships
between two proteins (BRAF and RAF1) and two diseases
(Lung cancer and Colorectal cancer). In general, proteins are
associated with diseases through disease annotation nodes,
which are derived from the OMIM database. Protein-Protein
interactions are obtained from the IntAct database. Note that,
for a binary protein–protein interaction to be included in the
Uniprot dataset, two IntAct EBI resources need to be identi-
fied. This is due to the quality requirements of UniProtKB that
only binary interactions which are experimentally supported
by multiple observations are imported from the IntAct data-
set. By using this integrated database, we demonstrate RDF
representations of the association and interaction among dif-
ferent biological entitles fromvarious datasets.

A GBE (Graph by Example) Query Template is a directed
graph Gq ¼ fV;Eg. Gq specifies a query describing the sub-
graphs sought in G, in terms of structural and label con-
tsraints. The vertices (objects or subjects) of Gq are labeled
by partial keywords (that are substrings of labels in the label
set l of RDF graph G. There are two types of edges in Gq : (i)
simple edges which represent predicates and directly map
to edges in the database graph G, (ii) connection edges
representing paths between nodes. More specifically, a con-

nection edge (,E ) represents a path vi;j between two nodes
ni and nj. Expression E describes the distance constraints of
vi;j (distance is defined as the length of the shortest path
between ni and nj in G). For example, in Fig. 8c, the edge
between node “<http:// purl.uniprot.org/uniprot�” and
node “Lung Cancer” is a connection edge representing a
path of length 4 or less.

Fig. 2. UniProtKB RDF graph example.
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Given RDF graph G ¼ fV;E; l; fg and query template
Gq ¼ fV; Eg, the objective of Template Matching is to find
all subgraphs of G that satisfy both structural and label con-
straints in Gq based on graph isomorphism.

An example GBE query template is shown in Fig. 8c. This
query finds any cancer associated with a protein that is also
associated with “Lung Cancer” (this query is motivated by
Fig. 1a and corresponds to Q3 in Section 5). Evaluating this
query over the RDF dataset shown in Fig. 2 will return
“Colorectal Cancer” as the answer since the protein BRAF is
the protein associated with both diseases.

3.2 Indexes

To achieve high in-memory querying performance, we
employ the ByteMap and Neighborhood Byte (NB) indexes
inspired by the BitWeaving [36] technique.

The ByteMap Index is illustrated in Fig. 3. This index
maps RDF labels into byte IDs in lexicographic order. In
other words, if label li comes before the label lk in lexico-
graphic order, the ID of li should be smaller than the ID of
lk. Each label ID contains 4 bytes (representing a 32-bit
integer). The first three bytes in the ByteMap are used to
store regular IDs, allowing indexing of RDF graphs with up
to 16 million nodes. The last byte is reserved for handling
updates. However, if the RDF graph has more than tens of
millions of nodes, the last byte can also be utilized to handle
extremely large graphs.

The last byte in the BytpeMap is used to handle updates as
follows. Its first bit is utilized as the flag bit to indicate the utili-
zation of the last byte. When a new node is inserted into the
ByteMap, we locate the node label with the largest ID coming
before it in lexicographic order. Then, we set the flag bit in the
last byte as 1 and use the last byte to assign an ID. If multiple
nodes need to be inserted in the same interval, we sort them
in lexicographic order and assign the last byte to them in equal
intervals (i.e., new assigned consective IDs are equally distrib-
uted). This strategy reduces the likelihood of data reshuffling
triggered by conflicting IDs.

The NB (Neighborhood byte) index is similar to the NI
index in [35]. For each node in the graph, theNB indexmateri-
alizes the results of a breadth-first search (BFS) up to a speci-
fied number of hops. Thus the term neighbor is used in a
general sense here, i.e., it the neighbors of a node that are
indexed may also include nodes that are more than one hop
away from the source node. In the NB index, the number of
hops between a node and its neighbors is stored in the Dis-
tance field. The index is also organized according to the dis-
tance field. The maximum indexed distance is represented by
a parameter denoted dmax. TheNB index is illustrated in Fig. 4.

The NI index groups the neighbors of a node into ID
intervals using a binning factor m [35]. In contrast, the NB
index groups the IDs of neighbors by their most significant
byte as Sigbyte. Each index entry for node ni 2 G contains
six columns: ID of ni (if the flag bit is 0, the first three bytes
of the byte ID is utilized), Distance, number of indexed
neighbor nodes, the most significant bytes of the IDs of
neighbor nodes, flag bit, and the remaining bytes of neigh-
bor node IDs (without Sigbyte). The field Distance contains
the length of the shortest path from ni to the indexed neigh-
bor node. The neighbor nodes sharing the same distance
and significant byte (first byte of the byte ID) are grouped in
one index entry, ordered by their IDs. The flag of an index
entry is set to 1 if any ID of the neighbors utilize the last
byte of the byte ID. Otherwise, the flag of an index entry is
set to 0 and all neighbor IDs utilize the first three bytes of
the byte ID.

Compared to the NI index [35] which uses 4-byte inte-
gers to index each node, the NB index is more space effi-
cient for three reasons: 1. most node IDs indexed in NB
index only use the first three bytes of the four-byte ID;
2. the significant byte is shared by all neighbor nodes in
the same entry and is therefore indexed once; 3. the IDs of
NB index are of fixed length, therefore they do not require
any delimiters to distinguish the IDs of the neighbors
listed in the IDs column.

3.3 Query Framework

RDF query framework consists of the following steps:

1. Decomposition of query template into connection
edges and components without connection edges.

2. Candidate generation and pruning. Namely, we use
the ByteMap index to generate matching candidates
for each query node and selectively use the NB index
for neighborhood check to prune the candidates.

3. Decomposition of each component into a set of
smaller basic querying units. For this purpose, we
use one level directed trees, named D-trees.

4. Candidate generation for each component. All
matching candidates for each D-tree of a component
are generated, and joined to find matching results
for a component.

5. Connectivity check: Connection edges between com-
ponents are processed using NB index to generate
the final matches for the query template.

Neighborhood Containment Check (step 2), Component
Matching (steps 3 and 4), and Connectivity Check (step 5)
are discussed in detail below.

Fig. 3. ByteMap index. Fig. 4. Neighborhood byte index.
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Algorithm 1.Neighborhood Check (ni; qj)

Input: ni 2 V ðGÞ, qj 2 V ðGqÞ, ID Intervals Z�, {Distance, Count}
c�

j , NI Index NIi for node ni

Output: If ni pass neighborhood check of qj, return true;
Otherwise, return false
1 FOR all k where jkj � dmax

2 FOR any partial keyword Pk

3 FOREACH value pair {d; c} in ck
j

4 Exact all entries from NIi where ID interval intersect
with Zk and Distance � d

5 Count all IDs in Zk as c
0

6 IF c0 � c, RETURN false
7 RETURN true

3.3.1 Neighborhood Containment Check

The neighborhood containment check process for NB index
utilizes the hierarchy of byte IDs to achieve better perfor-
mance inspired by the Vertical Bit-Parallel layout of Bit-
Weaving technique (here, we assume partial keywords are
specified as prefixes of node labels).

!The Byte Interval, Zj, of a partial keyword Pk for any query
node qj 2 V ðGqÞ, is defined as the set of byte IDs of node set
Nj where 8ni 2 Nj, the label li of ni is a validmatch forPk.

!The K-Neighbor of a node ni 2 V ðGÞ, denoted as
NeighborkðniÞ, is the set of nodes that are forward or back-
ward neighbors of ni via paths of length k or less. That is, if
k is positive, 8 nj 2 NeighborkðniÞ, there is a directed path
from ni to nj with no more than jkj hops (nj is a forward
neighbor of ni); if k is negative, 8 nj 2 NeighborkðniÞ, there
is a directed path from nj to ni with no more than jkj hops
(ni is a forward neighbor of nj).

!Now we define the Neighborhood Check: Given a node
ni 2 V ðGÞ, and a query node qj 2 V ðGqÞ, ni passes the Neigh-
borhood Check of qj if 8 qk 2 NeighborkðqjÞ, ID Interval Zk

uniquely contains ID of any ng 2 NeighborkðniÞ, for all
jkj � dmax. The implementation of the neighborhood check
process utilizing the ByteMap index is shown in Algorithm 1.
First a byte interval is formed for each partial keyword in the
query template. Since query templates can contain query
nodes with the same partial keyword, value pairs as {Dis-
tance, Count (total appearance within Distance)} for each par-
tial keyword are maintained for each query node. The
neighborhood check is then performed based on partial key-
words one by one, and the count of occurrences of this partial
keyword is taken into consideration. The term “uniquely con-
tains” in the Neighborhood Check definition means that the
node ng cannot be used to match more than one ID interval. If
one partial keyword contains another partial keyword, count

in value pairs is updated. In Algorithm 1, {Distance, Count}
pairs associated with query node qj and partial keyword Pk

are denoted asci
j.

We also demonstrate the neighborhood check process
with an example in Fig. 6. In this example, the neighbor-
hood check is performed for the candidate node 0x04ED77
(<http://purl.uniprot.org/diseases/�>) for the query tem-
plate in Fig. 5. The candidate node 0x04ED77 should have
one neighbor which matches partial keyword <. . . /key-
words/�> within 1 hop, and have one neighbor which
matches keyword “Ectodermal dysplasia” within 2 hops in
order to pass the neighborhood check process. To consider
the partial keywords, we first check the significant byte of
all neighbors of node 0x04ED77 and identify the significant
byte intersecting with the byte intervals of the partial key-
words. As shown in Fig. 6, similar to the BitWeaving tech-
nique, the neighborhood check process based on NB index
can achieve early termination (e.g., as it identifies one match
in the first byte scan of the neighbor IDs for partial keyword
<. . . /keywords/�>).

3.3.2 Component Matching

Matching candidates for each component are found by first
decomposing the components into D-trees, then joining the
candidates that a matching these D-trees. The runtime of
component matching is proportional to

QK
i¼1 jCti j where K

is the number of all decomposed one level D-trees and jCti j
is the number of matching candidates for each D-tree. Find-
ing D-tree decomposition with minimum number of D-trees
is likely to improve the runtime of this process; however,
it is equivalent to the vertex cover problem [37]. We use a
2-approximation algorithm, similar to the vertex cover
approximation, to generate D-tree decomposition. Basically,
an edge ðqi; qjÞ is picked recursively from the query compo-

nent, and D-trees rooted at qi and qj are added to the result.

We define selectivity value function SðqjÞ ¼ degðqjÞ=jCqj j,
which takes both query node’s degree and its correspond-
ing candidate set size into the consideration as a good mea-
surement of the priority to be selected as root nodes for two
reasons: (i) choosing higher degree nodes first is likely to
yield better results since D-trees rooted at these nodes can
cover more edges in the query component which leads to a
smaller K value; (ii) choosing nodes with small candidate

Fig. 5. Example uniprot query.

Fig. 6. Neighborhood check.
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sets first is likely to yield a lower number of matching candi-
dates for a D-tree. In the second step, NB indexes for all pos-
sible root nodes of a decomposed D-tree are checked to
generate all D-tree candidate matches. The last step is to
join all D-tree candidates together to form component
matches. We define the join process as joinðCi;CjÞ, where Ci

and Cj are candidate sets for two subgraphs of Gc (it can
either be a decomposed D-tree or joined D-trees).
JoinðCi;CjÞ combines each pair of matches from two candi-
date sets by evaluating the predicate: all shared query nodes
of two candidate matches need to have equal matching IDs
to join. In order to improve the join performance, a new join
order JT for the decomposed D-trees is used as follows: 1.
begin with D-tree ti with smallest candidate set and add ti
to JT; 2. add D-tree tj with smallest candidate set to JT
which connects to any already selected D-trees in JT. Com-
ponent matching used here is similar to the one used in
STWIG [37] with the following differences: 1) D-trees are
used as basic join units; 2) a new selectivity function is
defined based on the size of candidate sets; 3) the NB index
is used to generate all D-tree candidates; 4) tree join order is
determined by the sizes of tree candidate sets.

3.3.3 Connectivity Check

Connectivity check verifies the paths in the data graph
between the nodes that are connected by connection edges
in the query graph. If the connection edge is between nodes
of the same component, then the connectivity check is used
to prune the candidates of that component. Otherwise, the
connectivity check is used to determine whether the two
component candidates can join or not. For component con-
nection edges that are within a component, the number of
connectivity checks is equal to the size of the component
candidate set. For a connection edge between components,
the number of connectivity checks depends on the product
of the sizes of components’ candidate sets. In the worst
case, if we have a sequence of N components to be joined by
connection edges, the number of connectivity checks that
need to be performed can be as large as

QN
i ¼ 1 jCGc� j. In

order to improve query performance, two rules are utilized
to determine the order tprocessing connection edges: 1) con-
nection edges inside components are processed before

connection edges between components; 2) connection edges
between components are processed in the order of those
with the smallest product of candidate sets first. NB index is
utilized in processing connection edges.

Algorithm 2.MergeCheck (CGc; i; j; dc, NB)

Input: Candidate Set of Gc: CGc , Connection edge between
qi and qj, Distance Constraint dc, NB IndexNB
Output: Candidate Set CGc

0 pass Connectivity Check
1 Foreach candidate match c in CGc

2 If (Merge(c½i�, c[j], dc, NB))
3 Add c to CGc

0

4 Return CGc
0

bool Merge (ni, nj, dc, NB)
5 Index Entries of ni, nj as NBi and NBj

(order by Entry.Sig, Entry.Dis)
6 ei¼ NBi:count , ej¼ NBj:count , l ¼ 0,m ¼ 0;

d1 ¼ Ceilðdc2 Þ, d2 ¼ Ceilðdc2 Þ � dc
7 While(l < ei & m<ej)
8 While(l < ei &NBi½l�:Dis > d1 & NBi½l�:Dis < 0)
9 lþþ
10 While(m< ej & NBj½m�:Dis > 0 & NBj½m�:Dis < d2)
11 mþþ
12 If (NBi½l�:Sig < NBj½m�:Sig)
13 lþþ
14 Else If (NBi½l�:Sig > NBj½m�:Sig)
15 mþþ
16 Else If (NBi½l�:Sig ¼ ¼ NBj½m�:Sig)
17 AddNBi½l�: IDs to Li, Add NBj½l�: IDs to Lj

18 While(NBi½l�:Sig ¼ ¼ NBi½lþ 1�:Sig
& NBi½lþ 1�:Dis � d1)

19 AddNBi½lþ 1�: IDs to Li

20 lþþ
21 While(NBj½m�:Sig ¼ ¼ NBj½mþ 1�:Sig

&NBj½m�:Dis < 0)
22 AddNBj½mþ 1�: IDs to Lj

23 mþþ
24 Equal Scan Li with Lj as cl;m (using VBP)
25 If (cl;m! ¼ f)
26 Return true
27 Else lþþ,mþþ
28 Return false

The Connectivity check of connection edge between ni

and nj is performed by retrieving neighbor IDs of ni and nj

from NB indexes, and then checking whether the neighbors
of ni intersect with the neighbors of nj. We propose the
Merge Check algorithm (Algorithm 2) to provide an efficient
index scan process to check whether the neighbors of nodes
ni and nj are intersecting based on the distance constraint
(see Fig. 7 as an example). The index entries of nodes ni, nj

are ordered by the significant byte and distance in the neigh-
borhood byte index. The neighbor IDs in each index entry
are also sorted. By this design, the neighbor ID equality check
between two lists of index entries can be performed through
a hierarchical merge process (lines 7-20). For each index
entry, we first check whether the entry is in the distance con-
straint (lines 8-11). Then, we check whether the most signifi-
cant bytes of the two entries are equal. If not, we skip the
entry with smaller most significant byte (lines 12-15). If the
two entries are equal on the most significant byte, we then
check all bytes of neighbor IDs in order of significance. If all

Fig. 7. Merge check.
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bytes of two neighbors are equal, we return true. If there are
nomore index entries in either list, we return false to indicate
no intersecteing neighbor is found.

The merge check algorithm exploits the benefits of uti-
lizingthe four byte IDs in NB index. By grouping the neigh-
bor IDs according to their most significant bytes, the
equality check can skip all neighbors in an entry if the most
significant bytes of two index entries are not equal. As the
neighbor IDs of the index entries are stored using the Verti-
cal Bit-Parallel layout, equality scans for neighbor IDs are
processed similarly as the BitWeaving technique, which
achieves early termination.

4 DATASETS

TheUniProt Knowledgebase (UniProtKB) [16] is a central hub
of comprehensive, high-quality, and freely accessible data-
base of protein sequence and functional information. This
database provides an integrated view of associations and
interactions of proteins with a broad range of other biological
entities. One important virtue of UniProtKB is that it allows
users to query the related but dispersed information across
disparate protein related datasets. Each protein entry
recorded in UniProtKB provides a variety of information
related to the respective protein, including protein and gene
names (mnemonic name, structured name, and alternate
names), protein sequences, protein function, catalytic activity,
co-factors, subcellular localization, and patterns of expres-
sion, protein–protein interactions, and disease association.
Besides the rich information provided for each protein, fre-
quent updates and availability in different formats are other
advantages of UniProtKB. UniProtKB data is released every
4 weeks to provide the most up to date protein information in
multiple formats, including plain text, XML, RDF andGFF.

We utilize UniProtKB in our experiments to take advan-
tage of its high quality and accuracy of data integration.
RDF format has no pre-defined schema and RDF is
designed to integrate data with ease by combining the tri-
ples from different sources directly if unified resource iden-
tifiers are utilized. In UniProtKB, each entry undergoes both
automated and manual checks to ensure a high level of
accuracy and consistency, as well as minimal level of redun-
dancy. The automated check is performed through a quality
control software that ensures the correctness of syntax and
verification of different biological rules for the entry.
Besides this, UniProtKB contains high-quality computation-
ally analyzed records, which are enriched with automatic
annotation. The manual review process provides an extra
layer of quality control by ensuring that all relevant litera-
ture, annotation and analysis results are included. Since we
are interested in data integration and the correctness of our
queries across multiple datasets is determined by the lowest
quality data integrated, the high quality standards provided
by UniProtKB are essential to provide high confidence of
querying results in the experiments.

4.1 Integrated Datasets

In this section, we describe the three integrated datasets in
UniProtKB which are extracted and queried in our experi-
ments: IntAct (protein-protein interaction), Reactome (path-
way), and OMIM (disease and phenotype).

4.1.1 IntAct

IntAct [17] provides open-source molecular interaction data
populated by interactions curated from the research litera-
ture, as well as from direct data depositions. The informa-
tion within the IntAct database primarily consists of
protein–protein interaction (PPI) data. An important virtue
of the IntAct dataset is that each entry in IntAct is peer
reviewed by a senior curator, and not released until it is
accepted by that curator. UniProtKB database is readily
integrated with the IntAct database to provide protein–pro-
tein interaction data. In order to meet the required quality
standard of UniProtKB, only a subset of high quality inter-
actions are imported from IntAct based on a statistical scor-
ing system. A score threshold is chosen by UniProtKB to
exclude binary interactions supported by only one experi-
mental observation. In addition to the score-based filter, a
set of defined rules are utilized to exclude certain types of
data, such as interactions observed in larger complexes, or
interactions that have not been experimentally validated. By
using these strict criteria, only experimentally validated
binary interactions supported by multiple observations are
qualified to import into UniProtKB.

4.1.2 Reactome

Reactome [18] is a manually curated open-source biomolec-
ular pathway and reaction dataset. In order to provide a
unified identifier, Reactome merges pathway identifier
mapping, as well as enrichment and expression analysis
tools into a single portal. Reactome uses UniProtKB protein
identifiers to provide a list of pathways for each protein.
The cross-referenced Reactome pathways provide more
complete information for each protein than the pathway
annotation provided by UniProtKB directly.

4.1.3 OMIM

Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) database [19]
is utilized inUniProtKB to provide disease/phenotype infor-
mation for disease annotations associated with proteins.
OMIM is a comprehensive, authoritative and timely knowl-
edgebase of human genes and genetic disorders. Each
OMIM entry has a full-text summary of a genetically deter-
mined phenotype. UniProtKB carefully links the OMIM
entry with the protein entry and describes the natural vari-
ant(s) of the protein sequence potentially associatedwith dis-
ease according to the research literature.

4.2 Data Extraction

The data utilized in our experiments is a subset of triples
from the UniProtKB RDF dataset. We focus on only human
proteins that currently have active entries. The UniProtKB
raw data, downloaded from the UniProt website on 4-10-
2015, contains about 150 million triples from 971,583 (both
reviewed and unreviewed) protein entries. Note that differ-
ent protein isoforms are represented as different protein
entries in UniProtKB. In order to provide a more concise
RDF graph to support efficient signature-based indexes,
only protein entries associatedwith at least one of the follow-
ing statements are extracted: disease annotation, function
annotation, PTM annotation, cofactor annotation, subunit
annotation and protein interaction. For each protein entry,
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the following properties are extracted: protein names (mne-
monic name, recommended name and alternate name), pro-
tein organisms (including the taxonomy information),
protein keywords, protein tissues, protein gene information
(including different gene labels), and protein pathway infor-
mation (Reactome pathway associated with the protein). The
extracted RDF graph contains 89,915 proteins (including dif-
ferent protein isoforms), 4,211 diseases, 1,278 pathways,
18,243 interactions and 35,063 annotations. The size of the
extracted RDF graph is about 11.6 million triples including
9 million triples from the taxonomy data. Data extraction can
be systematically done from any version of the UniProtKB
RDF graph, and more types of annotations can be extracted
by changing the specification of the data extraction process.

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed framework is implementedwith Visual C# 2010
and SQL Server 2008. All experiments were performed on a
2.93 GHZ Intel(R) Xeon machine with 48 GB RAM running
Windows Server 2008 R2. The estimated space needed for the
NB index isOðNðm=2Þdmax=mÞ, whereN is the number of verti-
ces in G; m is the average node degree, dmax is the maximum
number of hops used to define the neighbors to be indexed,
andm is the binning factor. NB index with a larger dmax value
results in higher pruning power and ability to handle connec-
tion edges with large distance constraints at the cost of requir-
ing more storage space. By using the ByteMap index to hash
the RDF labels into IDs, the 2 hop NI index achieves a similar
size as the original RDF graph while 3 hop NI index is 8 times
larger. As we explain in Section 3.2, a 2-hop NI index can effi-
ciently evaluate connection edges with distance constraints
up to 4 hops. Here, we use 2-hop a NI index since all the
queries we test involve less than four hops.

In this section, we investigate the ease of utilization of GBE
query templates to specify integrated queries. We also assess
the strength of these queries in discovering interesting pat-
terns across the integrated network. For this purpose, we
focus on 10 queries that require integrated querying across
multiple interaction and/or association datasets. We catego-
rize these 10 queries into two groups: 1) single protein pat-
terns: querying the relationships among one protein and
other types of resources; 2) multiple protein patterns: query-
ing protein-protein joining based on protein-protein interac-
tions, shared pathways, shared diseases, or shared function.
Rather than displaying the results in tabular form, we export
query results into Cytoscape [38] to produce meaningfully

summarized graphs. For each query, the query results can
produce multiple summarized graphs by specifying different
relationships among various types of resources.

5.1 Single Protein Patterns

Single protein patterns focus on querying relationships
between one protein and other types of entities across dif-
ferent datasets. We explore four queries as single protein
patterns:

Q1. Finding pathways that contain at least one protein
associated with “Lung Cancer”.

Q2. Finding molecular functions that are associated with
at least one protein associated with “Lung Cancer”.

Q3. Finding cancers that are associated with at least one
protein that is also associated with “Lung Cancer”.
(Motivated by Fig. 1a)

Q4. Finding tissues that are associated with at least one
protein that is associated with “Lung Cancer”.

To evaluate these four queries, at least two types of biologi-
cal resources/entities need to be integrated: protein resource
(Uniprot) and disease resource (OMIM). UniProtKB has
already linked protein resource with disease information
which makes some of queries solvable throughmanual effort,
e.g., one can search all protein entries associated “Lung Can-
cer” on Uniprot website and manually check all these entries
to find any other cancers associated. As UniProtKB also pro-
vides a beta SPARQL endpoint which allows users to specify
SPARQL queries, some of these queries can also be specified
in SPARQL. However, both manual check and specification
of complete SPARQL queries require significantly more effort
compared to usingGBE query templates.

In Fig. 8, we illustrate three possible ways to specify Q3.
One can easily observe that both alternatives of specifying
the complete query template (Fig. 8b) and the SPARQL
query (Fig. 8a) need a good understanding of databases and
querying, as well as a good understanding of the underlying
graph structure of the UniProt RDF graph. In comparison, by
using connection edges and partial keywords, GBE query
templates can be much simpler to formulate. As shown in
Fig. 8c, the GBE query template uses connection edges to
avoid specifying the intermediate annotation node and the
disease ID node in identifying the relationship between a
protein and a disease. Note that, using connection edges
may yield more results compared to specifying all edges in
the complete graph template. However, for all these four

Fig. 8. Query specifications of Q3.
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queries, the simplified GBE query templates return the same
set of results as the complete graph template on the extracted
UniProtKB graph. The GBE framework also supports dis-
playing the results in graph templates. Thus, the researchers
can choose a subset of the results that are of interest, and dis-
play them as graph templates to perform exploratory search.
Due to space constraints, we here do not discuss the details
of using the GBE framework to display query results as tem-
plates to perform exploratory search.

Q1 returns 39 Reactome pathways potentially associated
with “Lung Cancer”. Q2 returns 8 functional annotations
associated with proteins that are associated with “Lung
Cancer”. Q3 returns 5 cancers that have overlapping molec-
ular bases with “Lung Cancer”. Q4 returns 19 tissues related
to proteins associated with “Lung Cancer”. As we explain in
Section 2, identification of diseases with overlapping molec-
ular bases may be useful in identifying unknown disease-
disease relationships. Here, we display the results of Q3 in
Fig. 10 using Cytoscape. In Fig. 10a, we display the connec-
tions among proteins and diseases identified in the query
results of Q3 by making the disease and the protein in each
query result as the source and target in Cytoscape. To fur-
ther provide more clear relationships between “Lung Can-
cer” and other cancers, another summarized graph is
produced in Fig. 10b by representing indirect relationships
through proteins as direct relationships. The width of the
edge between two diseases is determined by the number of
proteins shared by that disease pair. The size of the cancer
node is based on the number of shared proteins. The more
proteins shared between one disease and “Lung Cancer”,
the larger the disease node is (same for edge width, the
more shared proteins, the wider the edge is). Such networks
are utilized in previous studies [7], but such studies require
bulk data downloads and significant processing to integrate
different datasets. In contrast, this network is constructed
via a single query by our GBE-based framework.

5.2 Multiple Protein Patterns

Compared to single protein patterns, multiple protein patte-
rns are more complex for query specification and evaluation.
We consider three types of protein-protein joining conditions:
protein-protein interactions, shared functions, and shared
pathways. Some of the multiple protein pattern queries also
require joining proteins based onmultiple criteria.

5.2.1 Protein-Protein Interaction

Protein-protein interactions (PPIs) reveal functional rela-
tionships between genes. Although a large number of pro-
tein–protein interaction databases are available, there is no
direct way to query patterns of protein-protein interactions
related with other types of biological entities, e.g., certain
phenotypes. Here, we demonstrate the potential power of
seamlessly querying PPI data along with other sources of
data. For this purpose, we consider two queries:

Q5. Finding cancers associated with at least one protein
that interacts with another protein associated with
“Breast Cancer”. (Motivated by Fig. 1b)

Q6. Finding all pairs of cancers associated with pairs of
proteins that interact with each other. (Motivated by
Fig. 1b)

As illustrated in Section 2, Fig. 1b, the motivation for these
two queries is to find shared molecular interactions between
diseases. Q6 is a more general form of Q5 as Q6 tries to iden-
tify all pairs of cancers with shared molecular interactions
while Q5 specifies one disease as “Breast Cancer”. Complete
visualization of query results for Q5 is shown in Fig. 12. The
width of the edge between two proteins (represents the binary
interaction between two proteins) is proportional to the num-
ber of disease pairs that share this interaction. Four protein-
protein interaction patterns are identified that connect differ-
ent cancers to “Breast cancer”. Compared to Fig. 10a, one can
observe that there is no edge between BRCA1 protein and
“Breast Cancer” in Fig. 12. This is a result of graph isomor-
phism matching of the query template as each query node
should match a unique node in the RDF graph. Since there is
no protein associated with other cancers which interacts with
BRCA1 protein, no query results contain an edge between
BRCA1 protein and “Breast Cancer” for Q5. The summarized
disease-disease relationships identified by Q5 is shown in
Fig. 11. Similar to Fig. 10b, the edgewidth represents the num-
ber of protein-protein interactions shared by the respective
disease pair. For Q6, the complete disease-disease relation-
ships among all pairs of cancers is shown in Fig. 13.

Fig. 9. Query specifications of Q7.

Fig. 10. Query result visualization of Q3.
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5.2.2 Shared Functions

Identifying network schemas requires protein-protein join-
ing through both shared functions and protein-protein
interactions as shown. The general form of these types of
queries is shown in Section 2, Fig. 1c. Here, we consider one
query to evaluate shared functions:

Q7. Finding pairs of proteins that have function descrip-
tion as “Component of the Mediator complex” and
interact with each other. (Motivated by Fig. 1c)

Specifying queries of multiple protein patterns is more
difficult compared to queries involving single protein pat-
terns. Similar to Fig. 8 of Q3, all three possible ways
(SPARQL, complete graph template and simplified GBE
template) to specify Q5 are shown in Fig. 9. Note that the
interaction between each pair of proteins are identified by
at least two observations (IntAct EBI nodes), as required by
UniprotKB. The query results are displayed in Fig. 14. Three
groups of proteins are identified where proteins in the same
group densely interact with each other.

5.2.3 Shared Pathways

Having a better understanding of the roles that proteins
play at higher order interconnected pathways is critical to
understanding molecular reactions at cellular level. Some
conceptualizations of protein-protein interactions also con-
sider pro-teins in the same pathway interact with each other
directly or indirectly. Identifying protein-protein patterns
with shared pathways provides complementary informa-
tion to binary protein-protein interactions. To illustrate the
power of GBE-based querying in integrating PPI and path-
way associations, we consider the following three queries:

Q8. Finding any pair of proteins that are involved in the
same pathway and are both associated with “Breast
Cancer”.

Q9. Finding cancers associated with a protein that is
involved in the same pathway with a protein associ-
ated with “Breast Cancer”. (Motivated by Fig. 1e)

Q10. Finding two proteins that are involved in the same
pathway and interact with each other such that one
protein is associated with “Breast Cancer” and the
other is associated with another cancer.

The query results of Q8 are visualized in Fig. 15. We find
that there are two groups of proteins where the proteins in
each group are closely relatedwith each other through shared
pathways. Four proteins associated with three cancers that
interact with each other and share three common pathways
are identified in Q10 as shown in Fig. 16. Note that “Breast
Cancer”, “Pancreatic Cancer”, and “Breast-Ovarian Cancer”
are also noticed to sharemolecular interactions in Figs. 11 and
13.Q9 returns 24 distinct proteins, 31 pathways and 15 cancers
(not including “Breast Cancer”).

5.3 Index Space Comparison

As explained in Section 3.1, neighborhood byte (NB) index
is more space efficient as compared to neighborhood integer
(NI) index proposed in [35]. The significant byte, which is
utilized to group the neighbor IDs into one index entry
saves considerable space if the indexed node has many
neighbors sharing the same significant byte. Indicated by
the flag bit, all neighbor IDs indexed are represented as the
byte arrays with fixed length (two bytes if the flag bit is 0
and three bytes if the flag bit is 1). The fixed length byte IDs

Fig. 11. Disease-disease relationships for Q5.

Fig. 12. Full visualization of query results for Q5.

Fig. 13. Disease-disease relationships for Q6.
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allow the query framework to separate each neighbor ID
from a long byte array without using any delimiter. The
index space comparison results are shown in Fig. 17 (for
Uniprot dataset). One can notice that the IDMap index and
the ByteMap index are equivalent in space since the IDs in
the IDMap index are 32-bit integers while the IDs in the
ByteMap index are 4 byte bit arrays. Three versions of the
neighborhood indexes are compared: 3-hop neighborhood
index, 2-hop neighborhood index and vertex cover neigh-
borhood index (the vertex cover neighborhood index uses
2-hop neighbors for nodes in the vertex cover set, and 1 hop
neighbors for all other nodes). As seen in Fig. 17, the neigh-
borhood byte index achieves higher compression rate if
more neighbors are indexed, since more neighbors share
their most significant bytes. Overall, the neighborhood byte
index uses less than half of the index space compared to the
neighborhood integer index for both datasets in all versions.

5.4 Query Evaluation Efficiency

Neighborhood signature index is considered as a strong
candidate to evaluate GBE templates as it can: 1) reduce the
unnecessary candidates in subgraph isomorphism match-
ing, and 2) handle connection edges. We re-evaluate the ten
queries on the Uniprot dataset to assess the efficiency of uti-
lizing neighborhood byte index in RDF-h. All these queries
are proposed as small components connected by connection
edges and the query performance highly depends on the
efficiency of the connectivity check algorithm. Query run-
time results are shown in Table 1.

We find that single protein pattern queries are more effi-
cient to evaluate than multiple protein pattern queries.
Among single protein queries, Q2 requires the longest

running time as the component of matching any protein
associated with functional annotations results in a large
number of matching candidates, which leads to a large num-
ber of connection checks. Q6 is the most time consuming
multiple protein pattern query, as each decomposed compo-
nent is small and all components are connected through con-
nection edges. Compared to Q6, Q5 requires less effort as
one of the cancers is specified as “Breast cancer”. Specifica-
tion of the label of one of the nodes significantly reduces the
number of intermediate matches. Except for Q6, all queries
can be evaluated in less than twenty seconds, can be consid-
ered real-time.

Comparison of the query performance using NB index
and Merge Check with the query performance using NI
index and Interval Check is shown in Fig. 18. We find that
Merge Check algorithm is much more efficient to handle
connection edges since it enables early skip by checking the
significant byte in neighborhood byte index, which saves
more than 50 percent of the runtime for most of the queries.

6 RELATED WORK

Many of the existing RDF systems, including Sesame [39],
Virtuoso [40], gStore [41] and Jena [42], use SPARQL [43] as
the default query language. SPARQL is a query language
that uses graph patterns as basic query units and evaluates
queries via triple joins. Currently, SPARQL supports path
queries defined with regular expressions (property paths).
However, most of these systems have difficulties in process-
ing the graph-by-example (GBE) templates similar to the

Fig. 14. Protein-protein relationships for Q7.

Fig. 15. Protein-protein relationships for Q8.

Fig. 16. Protein-protein relationships for Q10.

Fig. 17. Index space comparison (Uniprot).
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examples shown in Figs. 8c and 9c for the following reasons:
1) it is difficult to identify and join connection edges without
using specific indexes; 2) there is nowell-definedmechanism
to address partial labels; 3) due to the exponential space of
subgraphs, query templatesmay generate toomany interme-
diate candidates if no pruning techniques are utilized.

To tackle the challenges associated with the subgraph
isomorphism problem, signature based indexes are com-
monly utilized [44], [45], [46], [47], [48], [49]. TALE [44] and
SAPPER [45] index the neighbors of each node by hashing
into bit arrays and utilizing these bit arrays as signatures to
check neighborhood containment. In contrast, graphQL [46]
and SPath [47] use neighborhood indexes directly to index
node labels. In GraphQL, the neighbors of each node are
indexed as a sequence of node labels in lexicographic order.
gStore [48], [49] extends the utilization of signature-based
pruning to RDF datasets. The neighborhood signature is
proposed as a bit string according to the adjacent edge
labels and node labels. All vertex neighborhood signatures
are then indexed using a special index schema, VS tree, to
provide efficient query evaluation.

Storing biolmedical data in RDF is a current trend. In
addition to the UniProt dataset utilized in our experiments,
many other biolomedical datasets are available in RDF for-
mat from the Bio2RDF project [50]. The databases that pro-
vide data in RDF format include chEMBL, ClinicalTrials,
DrugBank, iProClass, KEGG, MeSH.

7 CONCLUSION

This paper has demonstrated that graph template matching
based querying, which applies simple graph templates to
query an integrated RDF knowledge base, is a promising
tool to express sophisticated questions, and discover hidden
connections among biological or biomedical entities from
diverse datasets. RDF is being adopted increasingly to pub-
lish or exchange data in the web, and vast amounts of RDF
data are already available. The availability of ever increas-
ing amounts of RDF data in various fields of biomedical
applications from public and private sources, adds even
more to the potential of querying integrated RDF data sets
for new insights and discovering knowledge about hidden
associations among biological and medical entities.

Future work includes building a web-based graphical user
interface to enable biomedical researchers to use this frame-
work for exploratory querying. Usingmore diverse andmuch
larger collections of RDF data, including data on publications,
sequences, and drugs as data sets, will enable us to query
even more sophisticated queries by directly using graph tem-
plate querying. Finally, we are currently working on the

distributed version of our querying framework and combin-
ing ourworkwith comprehensive genomics data.
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